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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Electrotechnical 
Commission) form the specialized system for worldwide standardization. National bodies that are 
members of ISO or IEC participate in the development of International Standards through technical 
committees established by the respective organization to deal with particular fields of technical 
activity. ISO and IEC technical committees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international 
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO and IEC, also take part in the 
work.

The procedures used to develop this document and those intended for its further maintenance are 
described in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. In particular, the different approval criteria needed for 
the different types of document should be noted. This document was drafted in accordance with the 
editorial rules of the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 (see www .iso .org/ directives or www .iec .ch/ members 
_experts/ refdocs).

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject 
of patent rights. ISO and IEC shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent 
rights. Details of any patent rights identified during the development of the document will be in the 
Introduction and/or on the ISO list of patent declarations received (see www .iso .org/ patents) or the IEC 
list of patent declarations received (see patents.iec.ch).

Any trade name used in this document is information given for the convenience of users and does not 
constitute an endorsement.

For an explanation of the voluntary nature of standards, the meaning of ISO specific terms and 
expressions related to conformity assessment, as well as information about ISO's adherence to the 
World Trade Organization (WTO) principles in the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) see www .iso .org/ 
iso/ foreword .html. In the IEC, see www .iec .ch/ understanding -standards.

This document was prepared by Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology, 
Subcommittee SC 17, Cards and security devices for personal identification.

A list of all parts in the ISO/IEC 10373 series can be found on the ISO website.

Any feedback or questions on this document should be directed to the user’s national standards body. A 
complete listing of these bodies can be found at www .iso .org/ members .html and www .iec .ch/ national 
-committees.
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Cards and security devices for personal identification — 
Test methods —

Part 6: 
Contactless proximity objects

AMENDMENT 1: Dynamic power level management
  

Page 3, 3.2

Add the following symbols:

"H0     PCD field strength during power level management test procedures"

 

Page 7, 4.7, Table 3

Add the following two rows after the row for "Optional PICC classes":

"

Parameter Description Unit

Support of PLIATQ handling Ability to change power level (and therefore field strength) after re-
ceiving PLIATQ from a PICC  

Support of PLICID handling Ability to change power level (and therefore field strength) after re-
ceiving PLICID from a PICC  

"

 

Page 8, 4.8, Table 6

Replace Table 6 with the following table:

"

Table 6 — PICC manufacturer information

Parameter Description Unit
Location, center and size of the 
antenna

Drawing with dimensions of the PICC outside shape and the posi-
tion of the external rectangle/circle of the claimed PICC class.  

PICC class (optional) a Claimed PICC class  
Resonance frequency range (op-
tional) Minimum and maximum resonance frequency MHz

Communication signal interface
Supported communication signal interface(s): 
—   Type A 
—   Type B 
—   Type A and Type B

 

a    If not provided, test methods for Class 1 shall be used
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Parameter Description Unit
Temperature range Minimum and maximum temperature values °C
Supported PLIATQ values List of supported optional PLIATQ values in Answer to Request  
Supported PLICID values List of supported optional PLICID values in CID field  
PCD to PICC supported bit rates List of supported optional PCD to PICC bit rates  
PICC to PCD supported bit rates List of supported optional PICC to PCD bit rates  

Same bit rate for both directions Indication if only same bit rate from PCD to PICC and from PICC to 
PCD is supported  

Random or fixed UID (Type A) or 
PUPI (Type B)

Indication whether the UID (Type A) or PUPI (Type B) is random or 
fixed  

Maximum frame size supported Maximum frame size in reception bytes
PCD to PICC frame with error cor-
rection supported

Frame with error correction from PCD to PICC  

PICC to PCD frame with error cor-
rection supported

Frame with error correction from PICC to PCD  

TEST_COMMAND_SEQUENCE1 See O.2.1  
TEST_COMMAND1 See O.2.1  
TEST_COMMAND2 See O.2.1  
TEST_COMMAND3 See O.2.1  
TEST_COMMAND4 See O.2.1  
a    If not provided, test methods for Class 1 shall be used

"

 

Page 38, 7.1.9

Add the following subclause after 7.1.8.3:

"

7.1.9   Procedures for PCD supporting optional PLIATQ or PLICID handling

7.1.9.1   Scope

These tests apply only to PCDs which support PLIATQ or PLICID handling.

If the PCD supports optional PLIATQ or PLICID handling, the additional procedures specified in 7.1.9.2, 
7.1.9.3, 7.1.9.4 and H.5 shall be used to verify that, for every power level used by the PCD:

a) the PCD complies with the field strength requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2:2020/Amd 1, 
ISO/IEC 14443-3:2018/Amd 1 and ISO/IEC 14443-4:2018/Amd 1;

b) the PCD complies with modulation index and waveform requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2;

c) the PCD complies with load modulation reception requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2;

d) the PCD complies with EMD immunity requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2.

7.1.9.2   Modulation index and waveform

The steps c) to g) of the procedure specified in 7.1.4.2 shall be repeated for every power level between 
minimum and maximum power level obtained by PLIATQ or PLICID.

For each power level, the test report shall be as specified in 7.1.4.3.

 

Table 6 (continued)
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7.1.9.3   Load modulation reception

The procedures specified in 7.1.6.5 and 7.1.6.6 shall be repeated for every power level between 
minimum and maximum power level obtained by PLIATQ or PLICID.

For each power level, the test report shall be as specified in 7.1.6.7.

7.1.9.4   PCD EMD immunity test

The steps b) to l) of the procedure specified in 7.1.8.2 shall be repeated for every power level between 
minimum and maximum power level obtained by PLIATQ or PLICID.

For each power level, the test report shall be as specified in 7.1.8.3.

"

 

Page 38, 7.2.1.1

Replace the text with the following:

"The purpose of this test is to verify that the load modulation amplitude VLMA of the PICC and the phase 
parameters ØLM, INTER and ØLM, INTRA of the PICC conform to ISO/IEC 14443-2 for all mandatory and 
supported optional PICC to PCD bit rates within the operating field range [Hmin respectively HLP if the 
PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID, Hmax]."

 

Page 40, 7.2.2.1

Replace the text with the following:

"The purpose of this test is to determine that the PICC does not generate an electromagnetic disturbance 
amplitude VEMD higher than VE, PICC during tE, PICC with the exceptions defined in ISO/IEC 14443-2 within 
the operating field range [Hmin respectively HLP if the PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID, Hmax] as specified 
in ISO/IEC 14443-2 for all supported PICC to PCD bit rates.

NOTE 1 The low EMD time tE, PICC is a function of FDT/TR0 as defined in ISO/IEC 14443-3:2018, 8.2.

NOTE 2 The EMD limit VE, PICC is a function of the field strength.

"

 

Page 41, 7.2.3.1

Replace the text with the following:

"The purpose of this test is to verify the ability of the PICC to receive the PCD commands within the 
operating field range [Hmin respectively HLP if the PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID, Hmax] as specified in 
ISO/IEC 14443-2 for all supported PCD to PICC bit rates."

 

Page 45, 7.2.5.1

Replace the text with the following:

"This test is used to measure the PICC loading effect at the minimum operating field strength Hmin 
respectively HLP if the PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID as specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2."
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Page 45, 7.2.5.2

Add the following paragraph after the 3rd paragraph:

"If the PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID, the test shall be repeated at a field strength of HLP, with the 
Reference PICC having R2 value, or alternatively the applied voltage on CON2, set for a field strength of 
HLP."

 

Page 46, 7.2.6.1

Replace the text with the following:

"This test verifies that the PICC operates as intended within the operating field range [Hmin respectively 
HLP if the PICC supports PLIATQ or PLICID, Hmax] as specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2 for all supported PCD to 
PICC bit rates."

 

Page 47, 7.2.7

Add the following subclause after 7.2.6.4:

"

 

7.2.7   Procedures for PICC supporting optional PLIATQ or PLICID values

7.2.7.1   Scope

These tests apply only to PICCs which support PLIATQ or PLICID values.

If the PICC supports optional PLIATQ or PLICID values, the additional procedures specified in 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 
7.2.3, 7.2.5 and 7.2.6 and the additional procedures specified in 7.2.7.2 to 7.2.7.4 shall be used to verify 
that:

a) the PICC complies with the requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2:2020/Amd 1, 
ISO/IEC 14443-3:2018/Amd 1 and ISO/IEC 14443-4:2018/Amd 1;

b) the PICC complies with the transmission requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2 for a field 
strength of HLP;

c) the PICC complies with the EMD level and low EMD time requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2 
and ISO/IEC 14443-3 for a field strength of HLP;

d) the PICC complies with the reception requirements specified in ISO/IEC 14443-2 for a field strength 
of HLP;

e) the PICC complies with the maximum loading effect requirements specified in 7.2.5 for a field 
strength of HLP;

f) the PICC complies with operating field strength requirements specified in 7.2.6 for a field strength 
of HLP.

7.2.7.2   Determination of PICC minimum requested field strength HLP

The following sequence is applied to determine the minimum field strength HLP that the PICC may 
request and at which it shall comply with all ISO/IEC 14443 requirements.

a) Find the minimum field strength at which the PICC still indicates that its received field strength 
is at least (HLP + Hstep, max), with a resolution of 0,1 dB (a factor of ~1,012). Hstep, max is specified in 
ISO/IEC 14443-2:2020/Amd 1:2021, 6.3.
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NOTE This can be achieved by decreasing the Test PCD assembly field strength by steps of 0,1 dB while 
the PICC indicates its received field strength is at least (HLP + Hstep, max) or by using a dichotomic search.

b) Obtain HLP by subtracting Hstep, max to the minimum field strength at which the PICC still indicates 
that its received field strength is at least (HLP + Hstep, max).

7.2.7.3   Maximum field strength change test using PLIATQ

7.2.7.3.1   General

This subclause verifies PICC operation after worst case field strength steps following PLIATQ indication.

7.2.7.3.2   Procedure

Perform the following steps for single step up:

a) Adjust the RF power delivered by the signal generator to the Test PCD antenna to produce the PICC 
minimum requested field strength HLP as measured by the calibration coil.

b) Place the PICC under test into the DUT position. The RF drive into the Test PCD antenna shall be 
readjusted to the required field strength if necessary.

c) Send a REQA for PICC Type A or a REQB(AFI, N=1) for PICC Type B.

d) If PLIATQ in the PICC response is not (00)b then send a step increase of Hstep, max to the Test PCD 
assembly power amplifier to set the Test PCD assembly field strength with minimum achievable 
rise/fall time.

e) Immediately after a guard time of tPL (as specified in ISO/IEC 14443-3:2018/Amd 1:2021, 6.5.2.3), 
send start of communication or SOF of the next anticollision command, AC for PICC Type A or 
ATTRIB(PUPI) for PICC Type B.

f) Check that the PICC response is as expected.

g) Put the PICC in IDLE state by sending a REQA for PICC Type A or a DESELECT and a WUPB(nAFI) for 
PICC Type B.

NOTE 1 If the PICC Type B is not compliant with ISO/IEC 14443-4, then commands used in steps e) and g) 
can be modified, e.g. using HLTB(PUPI) in step e) and WUPB(nAFI) in step g).

h) Repeat steps c) to g) until the Test PCD assembly field strength is Hmax, using a smaller value for the 
last step increase if necessary, or until PLIATQ is (00)b at step d).

Perform the following steps for single step down:

i) Adjust the RF power delivered by the signal generator to the Test PCD antenna to produce the PICC 
maximum field strength Hmax as measured by the calibration coil.

j) Send a REQA for PICC Type A or a REQB(AFI, N=1) for PICC Type B.

k) If PLIATQ is (11)b then send a step decrease of Hstep, max to the Test PCD assembly power amplifier to 
set the Test PCD assembly field strength with minimum achievable rise/fall time.

l) Immediately after a guard time of tPL, send start of communication or SOF of the next anticollision 
command, AC for PICC Type A or ATTRIB(PUPI) for PICC Type B.

m) Check that the PICC response is as expected.

n) Put the PICC in IDLE state by sending a REQA for PICC Type A or a DESELECT and a WUPB(nAFI) for 
PICC Type B.

NOTE 2 If the PICC Type B is not compliant with ISO/IEC 14443-4, then commands used in steps l) and n) 
can be modified, e.g. using HLTB(PUPI) in step l) and WUPB(nAFI) in step n).
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o) Repeat steps j) to n) until PLIATQ is not (11)b at step k).

Perform the following steps for multiple step up:

p) Adjust the RF power delivered by the signal generator to the Test PCD antenna to produce the PICC 
minimum requested field strength HLP as measured by the calibration coil.

q) Send a REQA for PICC Type A or a REQB(AFI, N=1) for PICC Type B.

r) If PLIATQ is not (00)b then send several consecutive steps increase of Hstep, max to the Test PCD 
assembly power amplifier to set the Test PCD assembly field strength with minimum achievable 
rise/fall time, each step increase being followed by a guard time of tPL, up to a field strength of Hmax 
as measured by the calibration coil.

NOTE 3 The last step increase can have a smaller value to reach exactly Hmax.

s) Immediately after the last guard time of tPL, send start of communication or SOF of the next 
anticollision command, AC for PICC Type A or ATTRIB(PUPI) for PICC Type B.

t) Check that the PICC response is as expected.

NOTE 4 In any step of this procedure, tPL can be set to a non-default value by PLIATQ. This new current value 
applies until a subsequent setting or until the end of the procedure as the PICC is never reset to POWER-OFF state 
during the procedure.

7.2.7.3.3   Test report

The test is PASS if the PICC response in steps f), m) and t) is as expected, otherwise the test is FAIL.

7.2.7.4   Maximum field strength change test using PLICID

7.2.7.4.1   General

This subclause verifies PICC operation after worst case field strength steps following PLICID indication.

7.2.7.4.2   Procedure

Perform the following steps for single step up:

a) Adjust the RF power delivered by the signal generator to the Test PCD antenna to produce the PICC 
minimum requested field strength HLP as measured by the calibration coil.

b) Place the PICC under test into the DUT position. The RF drive into the Test PCD antenna shall be 
readjusted to the required field strength if necessary.

c) Put the PICC in PROTOCOL state and initiate a first I-block exchange.

d) If PLICID in the PICC response is not (00)b then send a step increase of Hstep, max to the Test PCD 
assembly power amplifier to set the Test PCD assembly field strength with minimum achievable 
rise/fall time.

e) Immediately after a guard time of tPL (as specified in ISO/IEC 14443-4:2018/Amd 1:2021, 7.5), send 
start of communication or SOF of the next block.

f) Check that the PICC response is as expected.

g) Repeat steps d) to f) until the Test PCD assembly field strength is Hmax, using a smaller value for the 
last step increase if necessary, or until PLICID is (00)b at step d).

Perform the following steps for single step down:

h) Adjust the RF power delivered by the signal generator to the Test PCD antenna to produce the PICC 
maximum field strength Hmax as measured by the calibration coil.
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